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IN EXILE -    Alex Turney   ( Quality Commercial Fiction) 
 
 
A melancholy Dionysus takes up with three lonely adolescent schoolgirls over the course of a long, hot 
Roman summer, in an atmospheric and page-turning debut with echoes of  The Secret History ,  The 
Virgin Suicides  and the cult teen movie  The Craft . 

 
 
 
 
“No one in this city has believed in me for two thousand years. I’m unknown and unloved. And I’m 
very, very ill.” He sighed, and the sound chilled her blood. “Give me your hand.” 
 
Reborn into the present day, Dionysus is lost - a pagan god in a city where he has no believers. 

Weak and disoriented, he’s sleeping rough when he meets fifteen year old Grace; a chance encounter in the 
streets of the Jewish Ghetto leads to the beginnings of an unconventional relationship. It seems that the god 
needs Grace more than she needs him, but along with her best friends, Caroline and Sara, she overcomes 
scepticism and fear to become his worshipper. 

This is the beginning of their secret lives – prayers, shrines and, eventually, inexorably, blood and wine-soaked 
bacchanals. Their families are suspicious and their schoolwork begins to suffer, but the girls know that there’s no 
turning back. 

As Dionysus feeds off the energy of his vulnerable new followers, revelling in the chaos and violence he has 
unleashed, it becomes clear that he is using the girls as a means to an end. His memories of past incarnations 
inspire the eventual climax on the Aventine Hill – the night to end his exile. 

A cross between  The Bacchae  and  The Secret History , In Exile is a teenage re-enacting of a Greco-Roman 
tragedy,  In Exile  is a powerful story of adolescence and a love letter to Rome. 
 
Alexandra Turney  grew up in London and studied English Language and Literature at the University of 
Oxford. She lives in Rome, where she works as an English teacher and freelance writer. Almost all of her 
writing, both fictional and non-fictional, is related to Italy in some way, and has appeared in the Huffington 
Post, Go Nomad, L’Italo-Americano, Panoram Italia and Urban Travel Blog. She writes about life in Rome 
and Italian culture on her blog, Go Thou to Rome.  
 
Rights:  World All Extent:  240 pp Publication: 2019 
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CULL  -    Tanvir Bush  ( Speculative Fiction / Satire) 

 
The government will take care of you - for good - in a sharp and outrageous 
satire on the way we live now and the where things are going… 
 
'Where is the satirist we need now, with the welfare state in chaos and politics a TV 
reality show? She is the fabulous, funny, sharp, outrageous Tanvir Bush. With a 
dauntless but sympathetic heroine, one of the best dog characters in literature and a 
disabled escort service called the Ladies' Defective Agency, this witty and all too 
believable novel is an inheritor of the satirical genius of Britannia Hospital and A 
Clockwork Orange.'  Maggie Gee 
 
'Laugh and weep! With wit, flair and imagination, Tanvir Bush unfolds the secret life 
of a nation...'  Fay We l don 
 

 
Alex has a problem. Partially sighted and categorised as one of the useless disabled, benefits-scrounging 
underclass, she is finding it hard to make ends meet for herself and her guide dog Chris, a keen smeller of 
smells and chaser of balls. 
 
But once a journalist, always a journalist, despite her interesting new job narrating audio porn for the Ladies 
Defective Agency. When she stumbles onto a troubling link between the disappearance of several homeless 
people, the government’s sinister Care and Protect Act, and the brand new Grassybanks Residential Home for 
the disabled, elderly and vulnerable, she knows she has to investigate further,  
 
Powerful people, however, are not at all interested in the goings-on Grassybanks - complete with 
underground crematorium and a quick turnover of guests - being made public. Not just yet. And Alex is about 
to be in a whole lot of trouble.  
 
 
Dr Tanvir Bush  is a novelist, photographer and filmmaker. Born in London, she lived and worked in Lusaka, 
Zambia, where she set up the Willie Mwale Film Foundation, working with minority communities and people 
affected by the HIV/AIDS pandemic. Her feature documentary Choka! – Get Lost! was nominated for the 
Pare Lorenz Award for social activism in film in 2001. She returned to UK to study and write her first novel, 
Witch Girl,  which was published in 2015. An associate lecturer in creative writing at Bath Spa University, she 
lives in Wiltshire with her guide dog and research assistant, Grace. 
 
Rights:  World All Extent:  304 pp Publication: January 2019 
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ODETTE / Jessica Duchen  (Women’s Commercial Fiction) 
 
A 21st-century twist on Swan Lake, this is the story– in the best tradition of Christmas fairy-tales – of 
how even against the greatest odds,  innocence, empathy, humanity and hope can win the day. 

 
 
When a swan crashes through Mary Fairweather’s front window during a winter 
storm, the shocked young journalist decides to tend the injured bird overnight. But this 
is no ordinary swan. At sundown, she turns into a human being .   
 
This startling visitor insists she is Odette, an enchanted Russian girl – and her 
presence lands Mary  with some bizarre decisions. Odette is charming, talented and 
full of joie de vivre, yet with nothing but her dress, no understanding of the modern 
world and no way to go home, she is totally dependent on the kindness of strangers 
she encounters here in the university town of Cyngford. Doomed to be a swan by day 
and a woman by night, she remains convinced – to Mary ’s distress – that only a man’s 
sworn eternal love can break her spell. 
 

As Mary and Odette try to hide the improbable truth, their web of deception grows ever more tangled. Mary's 
 brother takes Odette for a sofa-surfing refugee, and Cyngford’s attitude to a homeless stranger is not always 
welcoming. But while winter grows colder and Mary  increasingly shares Odette’s plight, perhaps the swan 
princess’s freedom doesn’t lie quite where anyone expects. 
 
Praise for Jessica Duchen: 
 
 "... a bohemian thriller freshly imagined ... merits great applause."  The Jewish Chronicle on  The Ghost 
Variations 
 
"[she] writes about families, the arts and their sometimes devastating combination with such skill and 
passion that her books are unputdownable. ” Katie Fforde on  Songs of Triumphant Love  
 
" a saga whose passion for music, Hungary and history sings out on every page. "  The  Independent , on 
Hungarian Dances  
 
"'a tellingly perceptive and articulate portrayal of the nuances of the human condition, richly detailed and yet 
always fluent....'   Classical Music Magazine on  Rites of Spring  
 
 J essica Duchen’ s writing on classical music, opera and ballet has appeared in  t he  Guardian  and  The   Sunday 
Times . She is the author of 5 novels;  Ghost Variations  was selected as Book of the Month in BBC Music 
Magazine and was among the Daily Mail’s Best Reads of 2016 (“A thrilling read” – John Suchet). Jessica 
read music at Cambridge  . Her opera libretto,  Silver Birch  premiered at Garsington Opera 2017. Her 
biographies of the composers Erich Wolfgang Korngold and Gabriel Fauré were published by Phaidon. 
 
Rights:  World All Extent: 260  pp  Publication: Dec 2018 
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UNSCRIPTED  -    Claire Handscombe  ( Women’s Commercial Fiction) 

 
No-one is a bigger fan of actor Thomas Cassidy than school-teacher/daydreamer Libby. No-one. That's why she's 
totally going to marry him.  
 
She is going to write a novel, name the main character after Thom, and find a way to get it to him. Intrigued and 
flattered, he will read it, fall in love with her prose, write to her and ask to turn it into a movie. She will pretend to think 
about it for a week or so, then say, sure, but can I work on it with you? Their eyes will meet over the script, and fade to 
black. It is a fail-proof plan. 
 
Except for the fact that he is a Hollywood star – not A list, perhaps not B list, but certainly C+ – and she is, well, not. 
Except for the fact that he lives in America. Except, too, for the teeny tiny age gap. Not even twenty years! Totally 
overcomable. All of the obstacles are totally overcomable. It's all about determination.. 
 
But real life is more complicated than that. And though Libby gets the chance to put her plan into action, she hasn’t 
reckoned on complications involving Thom’s first love Ebba, her own best friend Dan, not to mention Thom himself…  
 
Claire Handscombe  is a British writer who moved to Washington, DC in 2012, ostensibly to study for an MFA, but 
actually, let's be honest, because of an obsession with The West Wing. She was recently longlisted for the Bath Novel 
Award, and her journalism, poetry, and essays have appeared in a wide variety of publications, including Bustle, Book 
Riot, Writers' Forum, and the Washington Post. She is the host of the Brit Lit Podcast.  
 
Rights:  World All Extent: 288 pp Publication: April 2019 
 
 
BONE LINES -    Stephanie Bretherton  ( Upmarket Women’s Fiction ) 
 

Love is evolutionary... The story of two women, separated by millennia yet bound by the web of love.  
 
74,000 years ago. A young woman walks alone through a barren landscape in a time before 
history, a time of cataclysmic natural change. She is cold, hungry and with child but not without 
hope or resources. A skilful hunter, she draws on her intuitive understanding of how to stay 
alive… and knows that she must survive. 
 
In present-day London, geneticist Dr Eloise Kluft wrestles with an ancient conundrum as she 
unravels the secrets of a momentous archaeological find. She is working at the forefront of 
contemporary science but is caught in the lonely time-lock of her own emotional past. 
 
The two are connected not only by a set of ancient bones but by a sense of destiny – and their 
desire to shape it. Both are pioneers, women of passion, grit and determination, although their 
day to day lives could not be more different. One lives moment by moment, drawing on every 
scrap of courage and ingenuity to keep herself and her infant daughter alive, while the other is 

absorbed by work, imagination and regret. 
 
 
  "A brilliant, genre-defying read, Bone Lines deftly unravels the wonder of oneness,"  Women Writers, Women’s Books 

 
“A monument to the timelessness of human nature, and a work of art...”   New Orbit magazine 

 
“... a brave and moving adventure of the imagination”  – Lindsay Clarke 

 
A tale of love and survival – of courage and the quest for wisdom –  Bone Lines  explores the nature of our species and 
asks what lies at the heart of being human. 
 
Stephanie Bretherton  runs her own communications and copywriting company specialised in design, architecture and 
building. This is her first novel.  
 
Rights:  World All Extent: 272 pp Publication: October 2019 
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THE BELLE HOTEL -   Craig Melvin   (Commercial Fiction) 

 
‘A great read’ Matt Haig 
 
For fans of  One Day  by David Nicholls, John Lanchester’s  The Debt To Pleasure,   and 
The Hundred-Foot Journey  by Richard C. Morais, comes a novel that chimes with the 
current vogue for food and drink: it contains over thirty recipes inspired by the 
author’s many years in the restaurant world. 

 
13 October 2008. Welcome to the worst day of Chef Charlie Sheridan's life, the day he's 
about to lose his two great loves: his childhood sweetheart, Lulu, and the legendary Brighton 
hotel his grandfather, Franco Sheridan, opened in 1973. 
 
This is the story of the Belle Hotel, one that spans the course of four decades – from the 

training of a young chef in the 1970s and 80s, through the hedonistic 90s, up to the credit crunch of the noughties – and 
leads us right back to Charlie's present-day suffering. In this bittersweet and salty tale, our two Michelin star-crossed 
lovers navigate their seaside hangout for actors, artists and rock stars; the lure of the great restaurants of London; and the 
devastating effects of three generations of family secrets. 
 
Craig Melvin  n holds an MA in Creative Writing from Sussex University and works as restaurant consultant in London 
and Brighton.  The Belle Hotel  is his first book. 
 
Rights:  World All ex TV/Film Extent: 320 pp Publication: February 2019 
 

THE MADONNA OF BOLTON - Matt Cain   (Commercial Fiction)  
 
Billy Elliot  meets  Beautiful Thing  wearing a conical bra – a story for anyone who ever sang their heart 
out, looked for love and dreamed of more…    Film rights optioned to LiveNation 
 
‘ Charming, funny, touching, a lovely coming-of-age novel – and a celebration of music, Madonna and being true to 

yourself ’ Kate Mosse 
 

‘A riotous rollercoaster of a read, gripping, with a huge heart”  S.J. Watson 
 

‘ Fabulous Matt and Fabulous Madonna together at last – what a treat ’ Jenny Colgan 
 

‘A glorious celebration of the queen of pop and a triumphant coming-of-age tale”  Juno Dawson 
 

 
Charlie Matthews’ love story begins in a pebble-dashed house in suburban Bolton, at a time 
when most little boys want to grow up to be Michael Jackson, and girls want to be Princess 
Di.  But on his ninth birthday, Charlie discovers Madonna, and falls in love. His obsession 
sees him through some tough times in life: being persecuted at school, fitting in at a posh 
university, a glamorous career in London, finding boyfriends, getting rid of boyfriends, and 
family heartbreak. Madonna’s music and videos inspire him, and her fierce determination to 
succeed gives him the confidence to do the same. Ultimately, though, he must learn to let go 
of his idol and find his own voice. 
 
Matt Cain  spent ten years making arts and entertainment programmes before stepping in 
front of the camera to become Channel 4 News’ first ever culture editor. His novels,  Shot 
Through the Heart , and  Nothing But Trouble  were published in 2014/15.  As a journalist he 
has contributed articles to all the major UK newspapers and is currently Editor-in-Chief of 
Attitude , the UK's biggest-selling magazine for gay men. 
 
Rights:  World Al Extent: 416 pp Rights sold: Audio; TV & Film  Publication: July 2018  
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FALLING FROM THE FLOATING WORLD -   Nick Hurst   ( Crime / Suspense) 

 
 

For fans of Hideo Yokoyama’s Six Four, Keigo Higashino’s The Devotion of Subject 
X, Natsuo Kirino’s Out, a taut thriller set in Tokyo’s criminal underworld. 

 
When Ray is sacked from his advertising job in London, he goes to Japan hoping to start 
his life afresh. Things begin well: he lands work as an English teacher and strikes up a 
relationship with the beautiful, intriguing Tomoe. But his world is turned upside down 
when Tomoe’s father is found dead. 
 
Convinced that his death was a murder, Tomoe sets out after the killers, and when she goes 
missing Ray is forced to act. In his quest to find her he’s dragged into the ‘floating world’ – 
a place of corrupt politicians, yakuza, sumo wrestlers and call-girls – living out an 
adventure that echoes his dreams of Tokyo’s feudal past. 
 

It’s a search guaranteed to bring further loss of life, and Ray is pulled into a desperate chase to ensure it won’t be his. 
 
Nick Hurst  spent three years training with a kung fu master in Malaysia to write his first book, Sugong, which was 
published in 2012. He has written for the  Guardian  and  Time Out . He lives in Japan. 
 
 
Rights:  World All Extent: 320 pp Publication: March 2019 

 

THE DEATH AND LIFE OF RED HENLEY -  Philip Wilding  (Upmarket Crime) 

 
Who killed Red Henley, and why?  Set against the decaying façade of 1980’s New York and a religious commune 
staked out in the Tennessee countryside, a dark and atmospheric noir mystery. 

 
Meet Detective Louis Green. Meet the strangely gifted socialite Robert Walker, who stalks the upper reaches of New 
York society. Meet the Rev James Bulley, sequestered away in his Soho basement calling God down to wash away the 
sins of the world. Meet Red Henley, a presence rarely seen, but never out of sight. Now also dead.  
 
As he follows the killer’s trail, Green finds a city filled with murderous deeds, the corrupting influence of absolute power 
and the madness that both love and faith can bring. And there’s  a direct line from 1980 New York City to a religious 
commune in the Tennessee countryside decades earlier, and the story of two boys who witnessed a horrific tragedy  - one 
that would become the spark that sets the fire in the towers and back streets of Manhattan some twenty years later. 
 
As the clouds gather over the city, we find men strung up in trees like broken kites, one pushed from the roof of his own 
building, another gagged, his teeth broken by a pool ball pushed down his throat. But in this bloody landscape stands 
Green trying to not only to understand this ever evolving case, but the nature of evil and the intractable battle between 
the good and the bad within himself. With one question remaining: what draws Bulley, Walker and Red together? 
 
From the reviews of  Cross Country Murder Song: 
 

"There is more than a touch of David Lynch about Wilding's road trip across America...Compelling, 
sophisticated writing"  Guardian 
 
"Its palette is bible-black, and the country is skewed, from right to left, positive to negative. This is a worrying 
book, like a worm inside my brain."  Independent 
 
"A rising sta r" Sunday Telegraph 

 
Philip Wilding  is a novelist, journalist, scriptwriter, biographer and radio producer. As a young journalist he 
criss-crossed most of the United States with bands like Motley Crue, Kiss and Poison (think the Almost Famous movie 
but with more hairspray).  He ghosted Carl Barat’s acclaimed autobiography,  Threepenny Memoir,  and helped launch the 
BBC 6 Music network. His debut novel,  Cross Country Murder Song,  was published to critical acclaim by Vintage.  
 
Rights:  World All Extent: 400 pp Publication: January 2019 
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NIGHT TIME COOL -    Jamie Paradise  ( Crime) 

 
“Hunter S. Thompson does London crime and it's good. Sharp, hilarious, and offbeat.”  – John Niven 

 
“A rip-roaring debut… Audacious writing puts a thrilling gloss on a conventional crime tale.”  The Observer 

 
“A punchy streetwise caper, packed with memorable characters."  Mail on Sunday 

 
 
Bent Met police detective DI Frederick Street rules as the ‘Sheriff of Shoreditch’ who loves 
shaking down the street goons he arrests. Elvis Street is the son who cannot stand his father for 
being the balls-out crook he caught in bed with his girl. 
 
Elvis wants to take Frederick down and end him forever. But his plan to set his father up and 
put him away for good goes awry from the moment it’s conceived. Frederick has tricks up his 
sleeve yet, as his son is about to find out.  
 
Neither father or son realises how well the other knows what makes him tick.. 
 
Neither father or son will ever back down. With more than shades of James Ellroy but a verve 
all its own,  Night Time Cool  is the story of why…  
 

 
Jamie Paradise  writes all of his stuff in a darkened mansion filled with the skulls of his ancestors. In his day life he is a 
journalist.  
 
Rights:  World All Extent:  304 pp Publication: August 2018 
 
 
 
 
BAIT, GRIST, and SECURITY - Mike Hodges  (Mystery / Noir)  
 
A trio of noir novellas from the acclaimed director of  Get Carter, Croupier,  and  Flash Gordon , funny and bleak 
with an undercurrent of violence.  
 

‘Hodges has, thankfully, yet to mellow.  This is the stuff: swift, brusque, sharp, gloves-off.’  Jonathan Meades 
 
In BAIT, a  slippery PR man is unaware he’s being manipulated and dangled as bait by an 
investigative reporter until he’s swallowed by a sadistic mind-expanding cultish course from 
America.  
 
In GRIST, a best-selling American writer ruthlessly uses real people as fodder for his crime 
novels before finding himself living up to his name and becoming grist for his own murder.  
 
And in SECURITY, an American film star, unhappy with the movie he’s currently filming, 
refuses to leave his five-star hotel for the studios, while in the corridor outside his luxury suite 
mayhem and murder take over. 
 
 

Mike Hodges  is best known as a filmmaker ( Get Carter, Pulp, The Terminal Man , and more recently,  Black Rainbow, 
Croupier, and I’ll Sleep When I’m Dead ) but has also written and directed for BBC Radio (Shooting Stars and Other 
Heavenly Pursuits, King Trash) and the theatre (Soft Shoe Shuffle). The theme of all these works is a bleak and blackly 
humorous take on the world as he sees it. His lighter contributions to the cinema include  Flash Gordon. ... 
 
Rights:  World All ex Film/TV  Extent: 400 pp Publication: December  2018 
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THE END OF MAGIC -    Mark Stay  ( Fantasy) 

For fans of Jen Williams, Den Patrick and Scott Lynch, comes a  new voice in fantasy - an epic story of three people 
caught up in a magic that will soon be extinct - and et against one another in a war unlike anything the world has 
seen before. 
 

Sander Bree is a royal mage. The personification of privilege, he lives a cushy life advising the king on matters of court and 
politics, yet still finds plenty of time to complain that he's stuck in a rut. Rosheen Katell is an immigrant freelancer and, 
with Anzu her griffin, she’s worked hard to build a reputation as a trustworthy truth seer. She never lies, never kills. Oskar is 
Rosheen's younger brother. Mute from birth, he is a moonchild. Alone and vulnerable, he will endure more change than 
anyone. 

Both Sander and Rosheen are entirely dependent on magic. The source of their power is the Lapis Moon in orbit above. 
Very soon, that magic will be gone, changing their lives and their world forever. Sander must keep a promise that would 
have been difficult enough with magic, but is a suicide mission without it. Rosheen is forced to side with a murderous 
warlord, and her once-solid principles are tested and found wanting. Oskar needs to survive unthinkable terror and find his 
sister…  

A race against time, before the end of magic…  

Mark Stay  co-wrote the movie Robot Overlords  with director Jon Wright, which was selected for the 58th BFI London 
Film Festival. He was co-presenter of The Bestseller Experiment podcast, where he and Mark Desvaux challenged 
themselves to write a Kindle bestseller in 12 months. Their novel, Back to Reality, was an international bestseller in 10 
categories. 
 
Rights:  World All Extent: 352 pp Publication: February 2019 
 
 

 
DARWIN’S SOLDIERS -  Ste Sharp  ( Science Fiction / Military) 

In a strange land where evolution is rapid and drastic, an army of the greatest 
soldiers from Earth’s history must fight to survive not just a mysterious enemy, but 
the changes in themselves. There is only one rule: Evolve or Die.  
 
Machine gunner John Greene has been torn from his World War One battle and thrown 
into a world inhabited by soldiers from history: among them Spartans, Cherokee and 
Viking warriors. 
 
Sent on a mission, this eclectic assembly of warriors from every continent and era, form 
an army of Earth’s greatest soldiers. As they travel, they develop powerful mutations that 
aid their survival against the strange life-forms inhabiting the bizarre land they traverse. 
 
John just wants to get home; the looming battle is not one he signed up for.  But whoever 
brought him to this world has fixed the rules hard: here everyone must evolve or die. 
 

 
Rights:  World All Extent:  288pp Publication: September 2019 
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THE BLACK PRINCE - Adam Roberts,  from a script by  Anthony Burgess 
(Literary Fiction) 
 
‘Burgess’s compulsive inventiveness has found its rightful twenty-first-century heir, and 
the result is cleverer than  Cloud Atlas,  bloodier than  Blood Meridian .'   

Francis Spufford, author of  Golden Hill 
 
The story of Edward, the Black Prince’s campaigns in fourteenth-century France is brought to 
vivid life by the acclaimed novelist Adam Roberts. Based on a completed screenplay and the 
notes for an unfinished novel by Anthony Burgess, and using a variety of narrative styles 
-from disorientating depictions of medieval battles to court intrigues and betrayals, Roberts 
reveals himself as an author in complete control of the novel as a way of making us look at 
history with fresh eyes, all while staying true to the linguistic pyrotechnics and narrative verve 
of Burgess’s best work. 

 
The Black Prince  is exuberant, unconventional, saturated with gorgeous and awful detail, funny, gripping and vivid. 
 
Praise for Adam Roberts:  
 

"Wildly imaginative yet delivering the absurdist punch associated with Kafka and Orwell...."   Library Journal 
"An endlessly inventive writer . . . one of our most intelligent and versatile authors."  SFRevue 

“...walking the literary high wire, [he] not only keeps his balance, he makes the spectacle compelling”   Guardian 
 
Adam Roberts  is the author of sixteen novels including the prize-winning  Jack Glass  (2012), He is Professor of 
Nineteenth-Century Literature at Royal Holloway, University of London, and has published critically on a wide range of 
topics. Winner of the British Science Fiction Association’s award for best crime novel, three of his novels were 
nominated for the Arthur C. Clarke Award; his literary parody of  The Hobbit  sold over 150,000 copies in the UK alone.  
 
Anthony Burgess,  FRSL (1917-1993) is widely regarded as one of the foremost novelists of the 20th century. His 
dystopian satire  A Clockwork Orange  remains his best known novel, but Burgess produced numerous other novels, 
including the  Enderby  quartet, and  Earthly Powers . He wrote librettos and screenplays, worked as a literary critic and 
wrote studies of classic writers, lectured in phonetics, composed music and translated classic works.  
 
Rights: World All Extent: 384 pp Publication: October 2018  
 
THE TRISTAN CHORD - Glenn Skwerer  ( Literary Fiction) 
 
‘Takes on [the] most difficult of literary tasks… [and] tackles it with skill in an absorbing 
read.’   John Boyne, the Guardian 
 
'...explores the territory with great sensitivity and surprising wit. He is also a fine storyteller. 
Readers will be intrigued and appalled. '  Tim Parks, Man Booker shortlisted author of  Europa 
 
'A great success! A serious novel should make the reader sit up and think, and this The 
Tristan Chord surely does."   Simon Mawer, Man Booker shortlisted author of T he Glass Room   
 
Linz, 1905: An upholstery apprentice by day and fledgling violist by night, Eugen Reczek meets fifteen-year-old Adolf 
Hitler at the local opera, and for the next four years they see each other almost daily. Eugene is captivated but also 
troubled by Hitler: his almost complete isolation, his morbid preoccupation with his dead father, and his obsession with 
a young woman to whom he has never said a word.  They move together to Vienna – Adolf to study art; Eugen to study 
music – but as Adolf’s money runs low, he becomes increasingly drawn to the racist gutter press of Vienna, and so to 
hatred: of women, of sex, of all things sensual. When Eugen begins a relationship with the Jewish mother of one of his 
piano students, it is only a matter of time before their suppressed conflict will ignite.  
 
Now, with the Third Reich in ashes, Eugen sits in a barren room writing his memoir. In a voice by turns intelligent, 
sceptical, pained, nostalgic and appalled, he tries to come to terms with the course of his own life and with the 
unfathomable criminality of his boyhood friend – his Hitler. 
 
Glenn Skwerer  is a psychiatrist who lives and practices in the Boston area. August Kubizek’s out-of-print memoir,  The 
Young Hitler I Knew,  inspired him to look more closely at the psychology of the friendship between Kubizek and a 
young Hitler.  The Tristan Chord  is his first novel. 
 
Rights: World All Extent: 384 pp Publication: August 201   
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Children’s and Young Adult 

 
 

THE OTHER THINGS -   Jonathan Dransfield   ( Middle-Grade / STEM) 

 
An extraordinary tale of how six children became the first astronauts to 
go to Mars,  The Other Things  will introduce children to space science 
and the wonder of exploration with a fast-paced story and integrated 
illustrations. 
 
Humanity needs to get to Mars, and quick. And one way to make it happen 
is to send children - lightweight, intelligent, obedient children.  

So a maverick scientist chooses six to battle it out against two adult teams in 
a series of tests and expeditions, to prove they can - and should - be 
entrusted with a mission to Mars.  The children come from all over the world 
and are chosen because of their close work with their talented parents. Like 
little avatars they will be expected to follow the instructions sent from earth 
by their mentors. Their very existence will be kept secret until the last 
minute… 

 
Jonathan Dransfield  is an architect with nine children. This is his first novel.  
 
Rights:  World All Extent:  tbc, with b & w illustrations Publication: December  2018 
 

 

DAD DROID - Chris Bran and Justin Chubb  ( Middle-Grade) 

 
From the creators of  This is Jinsy , comes a fast and funny illustrated adventure story.  

It may contain nuts (and bolts). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When Freddy Bird’s genius-inventor dad goes missing, he and best friend Minnie find themselves plunged into mortal 
danger, pursued by dangerous thugs, deadly mechanical birds and a sinister businessman with an incredible shark-like 
car. 
 
But when the children discover a secret tunnel where Freddy’s father has hidden parts of an amazing robot, they decide 
to outwit their enemies by putting the droid together – a droid that looks just like Freddy’s dad…   
 
 
Chris Bran and Justin Chubb  are writers and comedians. They began working together on comedy sketches for Radio 
4 and are best known for creating and starring in the series This is Jinsy for Sky Atlantic, which ran for two series and 
was nominated both for a Rose D’Or and a British Comedy Award. 
 
Rights:  World All Extent: 240 pp Publication: May 2019 
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THE BOY WHO STOLE TIME - Mark Bowsher  ( Middle-Grade / Fantasy) 

 
A young boy travels to a magical realm and is set three impossible tasks to win the 

essence of time itself in order to save his dying mother. 
 
When 12-year-old Krish finds out his mum is dying, he is desperate to give her more time 
to live. This leads to a deal with a devil-like creature to travel to another realm, Ilir, and 
collect the Myrthali - the essence of time itself. 
 
Ilir is a tiny desert world where the days are a handful of hours long and there is magic 
and treachery on every corner. Here Krish is set three impossible challenges by the brutal 
King Obsendei to win from him the Myrthali. He joins forces with the razor-tongued, 
young girl-wizard Balthrir, who hopes to free her parents from the Black Palace; a living, 
breathing structure built entirely out of those subjects who have incurred the wrath of the 
King. But as Krish battles these impossible tasks he may be about to learn that there is 
more than his mother's life at stake as he gets embroiled in a blood-thirsty fight for power 
in Ilir that will push his friendship with Balthrir to its limits. 

 
Mark Bowsher  makes short films, some of them award-winning. This is his first novel.  
 
Rights:  World All Extent: 336 pp Publication: September 2018 

 
 
 
VICIOUS RUMER    -  Joshua Winning   (YA / Action Thriller)   

 
Haunted. Hunted. Cursed. You’ve never met anybody like Rumer Cross.  

Rumer Cross is cursed. Scraping by working for a dingy London detective agency, she 
lives in the shadow of her mother, a violent criminal dubbed the ‘Witch Assassin’ whose 
bloodthirsty rampage terrorised London for over a decade. Raised by foster families who 
never understood her and terrified she could one day turn into her mother, Rumer has 
become detached and self-reliant. But when she’s targeted by a vicious mobster who 
believes she’s hiding an occult relic, she’s drawn into the very world she’s been fighting  to 
avoid. Hunted by assassins and haunted by her mother’s dark legacy, Rumer must also 
confront a terrible truth: no matter what she does, everybody she’s ever grown close to 
has died screaming.   
‘Impossible to put down. Think Jessica Jones meets Ellen Ripley!’  Between The Pages 
‘Deftly blends horror and classic noir for a gripping mystery with an unhinged 
heroine’  – Erin Callahan, author of  The Art of Escaping 

 
Joshua Winning  is a   film journalist who writes for  Total Film ,  SFX  and  Radio Times . He has been on set with Kermit 
the Frog, devoured breakfast with zombies on  The Walking Dead , and sat on the Iron Throne while visiting the  Game Of 
Thrones  set in Dublin. His dark fantasy series  The Sentinel Trilogy  is published by Peridot Press. 
 
Rights:  World All  Extent:  336 pp Publication: August 2018 
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED - HIGHLIGHTS 
 

 
Four generations. One stitch at a time. 
 
It is 1911, and Jean is about to join the mass strike at the Singer factory. For her, nothing will be the same again. 
Decades later, in Edinburgh, Connie sews coded moments of her life into a notebook, as her mother did before 
her. More than 100 years after his grandmother's sewing machine was made, Fred discovers a treasure trove of 
documents. His family history is laid out before him in a patchwork of unfamiliar handwriting and colourful 
seams. He starts to unpick the secrets of four generations, one stitch at a time.  
 

60,000 e-books sold - over 300 ***** Amazon reader reviews 
 

Rights:  World All Rights sold:   German , Greek    Audio Extent:  320 pp  
 

 
 

How do you solve a murder with hundreds of amateur detectives under your feet?   
 

'... bestrides the territory of English rural comedy, one foot on the throat of Joanna Trollope, the other 
knocking the bonnet of Miss Marple off her silver head..'  Stephen Fry 

 
When hordes of people descend once again on the picturesque village of Nasely for the annual celebration of 
its most famous resident, murder mystery writer Agnes Crabbe, events take a dark turn as the festival opens 
with a shocking death, then another. Though the police are quick to arrive on the scene, the facts are tricky to 
ascertain as the witnesses, suspects and victim are all dressed as Crabbe's best-known character, the lady 
detective Millicent Cutter. And they all want to be first to solve that crime too...   
 
Rights:  World All Extent:  320 pp Rights sold: Audio   
 

 
 
Sherlock Holmes and the Loch Ness Monster are unlikely bedfellows in this comic love story imbued 
with movie magic. 
 
 
1969. Billy Wilder is filming The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes at Urquhart Castle in Scotland, and April 
Korzeniowski, the movie’s Californian continuity girl, is falling in love with Jim Outhwaite, young English 
scientist and a dedicated seeker of the Loch Ness monster. But in life, as in a Billy Wilder movie, nothing 
goes to plan and nobody is quite who they seem... 
 
Rights:  World All   Extent: 288 pp  Rights Sold : German (Heyne)   

 
 

 
A  tale of love, betrayal and swimming based on the true stories of champion Victorian women. 
 
Margate in 1864,  and two-year-old Daisy first learns to swim. When her father is appointed Swimmer Professor 
at the Lambeth Baths, the family move to London where Daisy makes her debut in Professor Belle’s Family of 
Frogs and at the age of 14 becomes the first woman to swim the Thames. With sports journalist Dob as her 
husband and manager, she sets off to America where she will attempt to make history by swimming across New 
York harbour.    But Daisy Belle will have to fight for her right to the title of Lady Swimmer of the World, aided 
by her brother Billy, her love for American long distance swimmer Johnnie Heaven, and her battle to keep her 
baby daughter, Hettie. 
 
Rights:  World All Extent:  256 pp Rights sold: Audio   
 

 
Time-traveling Nazis attempt to build the Third Reich during the American War of Independence. 
   
December 1776. George Washington’s volunteer army of ill-equipped, poorly trained, homesick civilians 
face a British army freshly reinforced with German mercenaries, the most experienced soldiers in the world. 
However, these soldiers have come not from the eighteenth-century but from 1945: Nazi Germany. When the 
Germans betray the British and offer their tactical ideas and advanced machinery to Washington, they turn 
the tide of the war.  But their support comes at a price... 
 

 
Rights:  World All Extent:  256 pp   Rights sold: Romanian (RAO); Audio   
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NON-FICTION 
 

 
 

BIRD THERAPY -  Joe Harkness    ( Mental Health / Nature / Popular Psychology) 

 
Nature writing meets wellness in this guide to how birdwatching can improve your wellbeing:   Bird 
Therapy  combines practical advice about birding with a deeply personal account of its mental health 
benefits.   For fans of Richard Mabey's  Nature Cure  and Kate Bradbury’s  The Bumblebee Flies Anyway.  
 
When Joe Harkness suffered a breakdown in 2013, he tried all the things his doctor recommended: 
medication helped, counselling was enlightening, and mindfulness grounded him. But nothing came close to 
nature, particularly birds. How had he never noticed such beauty before? Soon, every avian encounter took 
him one step closer to accepting who he is. 
 
The positive change in Joe's wellbeing was so profound that he started a blog to record his experience. Three 
years later he has become a spokesperson for the benefits of birdwatching, spreading the word everywhere 
from Radio 4 to Downing Street. 
 
In this groundbreaking book filled with practical advice, with a foreword by author and Springwatch 
presenter Chris Packham, Joe explains the impact that birdwatching had on his life, and invites readers to 
discover these extraordinary effects for themselves. 
 
 
Joe Harkness  has been writing a Bird Therapy blog since 2015. He is employed as a Special Educational 
Needs teacher and has worked in the youth sector for nine years. He lives in Norfolk. 7,000 people follow 
@birdtherapy 
 
Rights:  World All Extent:  272 pp Publication: June 2019 
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PARKINSON’S AND THE TANGO EFFECT: My Year on the Dance Floor -  Kate 
Swindlehurst   ( Memoir / Dance) 

 
 
How do you deal with a diagnosis of Parkinson's? Dancing is probably the last thing on your mind… 
 
This is the story of an incredible year in the life of a woman with Parkinson’s. It began with a tango 
lesson and grew into an exploration of the healing potential of the dance. 
 
Quirky, intimate and unashamedly literary, the book takes an unflinching look at the dark side but also at 
reasons to celebrate. It builds on research on the impact of dance on Parkinson's symptoms & takes it a stage 
further, with a behind-the-scenes record of private lessons and contributions from tango teachers. It 
documents the emotional and social benefits of the dance and its impact on the quality of life. 
 
This book is a story of acceptance but refusing to be defined by Parkinson’s. It’s finding a way of living with 
illness that is liberating. It’s also the story of an extraordinary dance, both exotic and accessible, its history, its 
music. It’s the story of what happens when the two come together. 
 
Parkinson’s & the Tango Effect  challenges our perceptions of disability. It is essential reading for those with a 
professional interest in dance and Parkinson's, and for researchers in the field. It's also a book for the ordinary 
reader, for those living with a chronic condition, and for the tango and Parkinson's communities worldwide. 
 
 
Kate Swindlehurst  spent 30 years as an English teacher in London, the north of England and Mexico City. 
She has a Creative Writing MA from Anglia Ruskin University in Cambridge and then, via their Creative 
Writing MA and was writer in residence at Cambridge University Botanic Garden. With the help of an Arts 
Council Escalator Award, she recently travelled to Argentina, to work on a novel exploring Argentina’s 
disappeared. Her novel-in-progress The Station Master won the Adventures in Fiction Spotlight competition 
for debut novelists. She lives in Cambridge.  
 
Rights:  World All Extent:  136 pp  Publication: January 2020 
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HOW TO COME ALIVE AGAIN: A Guide to Killing Your Monsters -    Beth McColl  ( Self-Help / 
Mental Health / Memoir) 

 
You’re really depressed. That’s sad. 
 
But hey,  guess what - me too. You are not an oddity here, you’re not a family secret. 
You’re not a joke. You’re not a disappointment. You’re not a waste of space, or a fuck 
up, or a failure. You’re none of those things here. You’re just someone who’s been 
depressed. Someone who’s still depressed. Someone who can’t stand life so much some 
days you’re not sure how you’re still even on this planet. Someone who desperately 
wants to know their own worth and be alive better. 
 
You have depression. It has flattened you and broken you and made you into soup. It 
hasn’t done this to you because you’re weaker or worse than other people, it has done 
this to you because that’s what mental illness does. We know that bravery is in the little 
resistances; the dishwasher filled and turned on. The bill paid. The floor hoovered, the 
call to the doctor made, the window open. The light coming in. 
 
This is a funny, honest, broken book written by an author who could be described as the 
same. It is a combination of self-help book, memoir and polemical lifestyle guide. It 

lays out the basics for mending your life, accepting yourself, changing what doesn’t work, killing the worst of it and 
learning to live through depression. 
 
Topics range from the practical: 
 
Preparing for a Doctor's Appointment - How to Express Your Needs  
How to Help Your Loved Ones Help You 
Coping Statements for Obsessive Thinking 
Signs of Dissociation and How to Help Someone in a Dissociative State 
Preparing for Bad Days and Coping with Bad Days 
What Depression is and is Not 
What Anxiety is and is Not 
What Self-Harm is and is Not 
 

...to the personal 
 
Things That Feel Shameful But Are Actually Just Symptoms of Your Illness 
How to Get Shit Done 
How to Be Good Online 
Other People's Advice 
What to Do if You Think You've Cut Too Deep 
Alternatives to Self-Harm 
Things You Can Do Without Leaving Your Bedroom 
Dating When You're Mentally Ill 
Things You Can Unlearn 
Failing Better 
Reasons to Recover 
 
At a time when mental health problems are increasingly prevalent among 18–35 year olds, Beth McColl offers up 
practical advice for anyone who has a mental illness or knows and loves someone else who does. 
 
 
Beth McColl  is a twenty-something writer. She’s an advice columnist for  Dazed & Confused  magazine and has written 
about love, sex and mental health for  Brooklyn Magazine ,  Gradient ,  Ask-Men , and her 80,000 Twitter followers.  
 
Rights:  World All Extent:  320 pp Publication: April 2019 
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BOY SOLDIER: Memoirs of a Child Soldier from Northern Uganda  - Norman Okello and Theo 
Hollander  (Memoir) 
 
A child soldier’s harrowing - and inspiring - story.  
 
At the age of twelve, Norman Okello  was abducted by Joseph Kony’s Lord’s Resistance Army, a complex 
and treacherous society that mixed religious mysticism with extreme brutality to astonishing effect. In 
captivity, he was subjected to a ruthless training regime aimed at removing his humanity and turning him into 
a soldier and killing machine free from conscience and fear. 
 
From his idyllic early childhood which reveals this part of Africa in its full beauty, to his combat, abduction 
and punishment missions which can be added to the darkest pages of human history to his eventual escape 
and the enormous difficulties he faced to reintegrate back into a society which feared him and despised him 
for what he did and represents. Norman’s story is harrowing, moving and inspiring all at once. It is a story 
about human survival in the world’s most dangerous environment, of resistance and the terrible choices 
demanded of a little boy. Most of all, it’s a story of humanity in its darkest, but also shining hours.  
 
The book also provides contextual interludes   a historical overview, indepth analysis of the LRA leader 
Joseph Kony, the infamous abduction of the Aboke girls, and lastly reflections on the legacies of armed 
conflict in northern Uganda and the continuation of the war in other parts of the continent.  The Lord’s Army 
are still active, operating in an extremely unable region where much bigger wars are occupying headlines. In 
2017 Uganda officially gave up the hunt for the LRA, and Kony continues to remain at large. 
 
 
Norman Okello  is a former child soldier from northern Uganda, abducted at the age of 12 and forced to 
become a soldier in what was one of the most notoriously violent rebel forces in the world. He is now a 
family man who owns his own farm, rears cattle and other livestock and serves the public as a civil servant. 
Dr Theo Hollander  is a peacebuilding professional. From 2006 to 2011, Theo spend many months in 
Uganda working on Nelson’s story. He lives and works in Myanmar, as the Justice and Security adviser for 
the UK peacebuilding organization Saferworld. 
 
Rights:  World All Extent:  360 pp Publication: April 2020 
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GIVEN HALF A CHANCE: Ten Ways to Save the World -  Edward Davey  ( Current Events / Climate 
Change) 

 
An optimistic call to arms showing how we can address the biggest environmental 
challenges facing the planet. For fans of Tim Flannery’s  Atmosphere of Hope ,  Naomi 
Klein’s This Changes Everything , Johan Norberg’s  Progress , and George Monbiot’s  How 
Did We Get Into This Mess? 
 
 
From fields of solar panels in Nevada to the flourishing agricultural landscapes of Ethiopia; 
from the traditional water harvesters of northern Rajasthan to Britain’s inspiring waste 
campaigners; from the savannas of Northern Kenya teeming with elephants to the clear skies 
above Scandinavian cities, amazing things are happening right now across the world. People 
are acting with hope and courage, against all the odds, to make things better. 
 
The challenge before us is to go to scale and to replicate these successful approaches 
elsewhere, fast: this book draws on firsthand experience and interviews with many of the 

world’s leading experts to show how. 
 
 
Edward Davey  is the Project Director at World Resources Institute and has worked for The Prince of Wales’s 
International Sustainability Unit on global environmental issues, leading the organisation's work on forests and climate 
change, as well as for the Colombian presidency on Colombia’s natural environment and the conservation of the 
Amazon. He has spent time in Iraq and the Middle East for a humanitarian charity.  Given Half a Chance  is his first 
book. 
 
Rights:  World All Extent:  288 pp Publication: April 2019 
 
 

YOU ARE WHAT YOU READ: Why Changing Your Media Diet Can Change the World   - 
Jodie Jackson  ( Mental Health / Popular Culture / Media ) 

Why - and how - the current news cycle is making us miserable, and what we can do about it. 

 
How many of us get a feeling of overwhelming hopelessness, the moment we switch off the 
evening news?  
 
Jodie Jackson asked this question when first started researching the impact of news on our 
wellbeing. Perhaps unsurprisingly, she quickly learned that “the news”, quite literally, makes 
us miserable. Things got more interesting when she looked into the effects of news about 
things that were not negative. Stories about progress and possibility, about hope and optimism. 
It turns out such stories motivate us. They kick us into gear and play into our natural desire to 
care. As a force for inspiration, the news can, in fact, be hugely powerful. But it requires us to 
radically change our media diet.  
 
This book will show you how. First, by understanding the way in which our current 24-hour 
news is produced. Who decides what ends up on our front pages and in our social media feeds, 

and why does it matter in the first place? Next, we uncover a whole parallel universe, beyond what the news industry 
refers to as the “good news is no news” principle. 
 
This is not a call for us all to be naïve and ignore the negative. Rather, it asks us to not ignore the positive. For every 
problem, there is someone, somewhere, trying to do something about it. Or at least thinking about what we should be 
doing about it. Only by including this ‘What Next?’ part of the story will we get to a better place – both in our minds 
and in the world. 
 
Jodie Jackson  is an author, researcher and campaigner. Jodie has been researching the psychological impact of the news 
for the last 7 years and campaigns for the greater inclusion of solutions-focused news stories in the mainstream media. 
She holds a Master’s Degree in Applied Positive Psychology from the University of East London (UK) and is a Partner 
at The Constructive Journalism Project. Jodie is a regular speaker at media conferences and universities. 
 
Rights:  World All    Extent:  144 pp Publication: April 2019 
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FEAR HACK -   Hilary Gallo    ( Personal Development / Popular Psychology) 

 
What scares us, makes us.  And we can turn our experience from a monster story into a love story. 

 
For the past few years Hilary has been talking to people about what scares them and 
helping them to work through their fears. This book brings together what he has found. 
 
Hacking here involves looking at fear from another angle. Instead of fighting our fears what 
Hilary shows us a way of befriending them. By bringing them close, we can learn 
surprising things from our fears. Hilary shows us how. 
 
The problem is that our fears and the stories we create from them are not us. They can 
however end up limiting and stopping us. For anyone who is curious why they can’t 
change, why they aren’t doing what they could be doing or why something still scares 
them, this book is the answer. 
 
Fear can be empowering and  Fear Hack  shows us how, providing a powerful model that 
re-frames how we see our fears and an opportunity to turn our anxieties into excitement. 
 

 
Hilary Gallo  is a lawyer, coach and negotiation expert who has worked for clients including Cap Gemini, Andersen 
Consulting and the BBC. He holds retreats for executives looking to change the way they approach work and life, is a 
trained mediator and runs confidence-building workshops in schools. He is the author of  The Power of Soft: How to Get 
What You Want Without Being a Sh*t.  
 
Rights:  World All Extent: 220 pp Publication: January 2019 

 
 

 
THE SURFBOARD: How Using My Hands Helped Unlock My Mind /   Dan Kieran 
(Self-Help / Memoir / Inspirational)  

 
Brief, lucid and inspirational,  The Surfboard   is the story of a person challenging 
themselves to think differently, and finding mental clarity by a physical route - a story 
both deeply personal and entirely universal. 

 
'Dan is a true disruptor'  Richard Branson 

 
'Profound, original and beautifully crafted.'  Roman Krznaric, author of  Carpe Diem 

Regained 
 
This is Dan’s account of a week he spent in Cornwall building a seven-foot surfboard, even 
though he had never surfed in his life. Interspersed with the story of making the board – the 
intricate craft he had to learn, and the clarity of mind that came with that challenge – are reflections on the the obstacles, 
rewards and realisations he encountered while starting and then running a successful company. He went away to build a 
surfboard at a time when he felt he had reached the limit of his development at a person and as a leader: he had to find a 
way to push beyond his preconception of what he could do. This startlingly honest and original book is an indispensable 
guide to exceeding your own limitations and making great things for their own sake, out of love. 
 
Dan Kieran  is co-founder and CEO of Unbound. Before that he was a  Sunday Times  bestselling author, publishing 
twelve books including  Crap Towns, The Idle Traveller  and  Three Men in A Float . He was Deputy Editor of  The Idler 
for many years and still writes occasionally for the  Guardian, The Times,  the  Telegraph  and  Die Zeit . He has given talks 
and workshops on raising money, entrepreneurship and how to have ideas at the Do Lectures, Cambridge University and 
the European Parliament. 
 
Rights:  World All Rights sold:   German (Heyne)     Extent:  144 pp  Publication: September 2018 
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AGRIPPINA: Empress, Exile, Hustler, Whore    -  Emma Southon   (History)  

 
Great-granddaughter of Augustus. Great-niece of Tiberius. Sister of Caligula. 
Wife of Claudius. Mother of Nero.  The story of Agrippina - at the centre of 
imperial power for three generations - is the story of the Julio-Claudian dynasty, 
and of Rome itself,  at its bloody, extravagant, chaotic, ruthless and political 
height.  
 
Beautiful and intelligent, she was portrayed as alternately a ruthless murderer and 
helpless victim, the most loving mother and the most powerful woman of the Roman 
empire. 
 
This book follows Agrippina as a daughter, born in Cologne, to the expected heir to 
Augustus’s throne,  as a sister to Caligula who raped his sisters and showered them with 
honours until they attempted rebellion against him and were exiled, as a seductive niece 
and then wife to  Claudius who gave her access to near unlimited power, and finally as 
mother to Nero who adored her until he had her killed. 
 
From  the camps of Germany during a mutiny, through senatorial political intrigue, 

assassination attempts and exile to a small island, to the heights of imperial power, thrones and golden cloaks and games 
and adoration, Agrippina scaled  the absolute limits of female power in Rome. Her biography  is also the biography of 
the first Roman imperial family - the Julio-Claudians, and of the empire itself. 
 
Emma Southon  has a PhD in Ancient History and researches sex, the family, gender and religion.  
 
Rights:  World All Rights sold: US: Pegasus; Spanish (Pasado & Presente);  TV: (Dancing Ledge)   
 

 
THE PLEASANT PROFESSION OF ROBERT A. HEINLEIN / Farah Mendelssohn  (Literary Criticism / 
Biography) 
 
A major new critical study of the writings of Robert A.  Heinlein - a giant of the SF genre, and together with 
Isaac Asimov and Arthur C. Clarke, one of the trinity of American science fiction masters . 
 
Robert A. Heinlein began publishing in the 1940s at the dawn of the Golden Age of science fiction, and today he is 
considered one of the genre's 'big three' alongside Arthur C. Clarke and Isaac Asimov. His short stories were 
instrumental in developing its structure and rhetoric, while novels such as Stranger in a Strange Land and Starship 
Troopers demonstrated that such writing could be a vehicle for political argument. 
 
Heinlein’s influence remains strong, but his legacy is fiercely contested. His vision of the future was sometimes radical, 
sometimes deeply conservative, and arguments have flared up recently about which faction has the most significant 
claim on his ideas. 
 
In this major critical study, Hugo Award-winner Farah Mendlesohn carries out a close reading of Heinlein’s work, 
including unpublished stories, essays, and speeches. It sets out not to interpret a single book, but to think through the 
arguments Heinlein made over a lifetime about the nature of science fiction, about American politics, and about himself. 
 
 Farah Mendelsohn  is a historian and critic. She has chaired the Science Fiction Foundation and served as the President 
of the International Association of the Fantastic in the Arts, and is the author of several books about science fiction and 
fantasy literature. She has been nominated for the Hugo Award for Best Related Work six times, winning in 2005 with 
The Cambridge Companion to Science Fiction (edited with Edward James). 
 
Rights:  World All Extent: 480  pp  Publication: March 2019 
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THE POINT OF POETRY: How Poetry Can Teach Us About the Things Which Really Matter 
in Life -  Joe Nutt  ( Popular Culture / Poetry) 

 
For fans of  The Novel Cure  by Ella Berthoud,  The Ode Less Travelled  by Stephen Fry, 
and  The Year of Reading Dangerously  by Andy Miller, a brief lesson on the pleasures 
of poetry.  
 
What’s the point of poetry? It’s a question asked in classrooms all over the world, but it 
rarely receives a satisfactory answer. Which is why so many people, who read all kinds of 
books, never read poetry after leaving school. 
 
Exploring twenty-two works from poets as varied as William Blake, Seamus Heaney, Rita 
Dove and Hollie McNish, this book makes the case for what poetry has to offer us, what it 
can tell us about the things that matter in life. Each poem is discussed with humour and 
refreshing clarity, using a mixture of anecdote and literary criticism that has been honed 
over a lifetime of teaching. 
 

Poetry can enrich our lives, if we’ll let it.  The Point of Poetry  is the perfect companion for anyone looking to discover 
how. 
 
Joe Nutt  is a former teacher with twenty years of experience teaching English. He has written books on Shakespeare, 
John Donne and most recently a guidebook to  Paradise Lost  for one of the world’s foremost academic publishers. He is 
now one of the leading educationalists in the UK and writes a fortnightly column for the  Times Educational Supplement . 
 
Rights:  World All Extent:  288 pp Publication: March 2019 
 
 
 

WHERE EPICS FAIL: Meditations to Live By  - Yahia Lababidi  (Popular Philosophy/Poetry) 
 
 

‘Epigrams succeed where epics fail.’ Persian proverb 
 
 
A decade in the making, Yahia Lababidi returns with a new book of his latest 
concise meditations, for fans of Rumi’s poetry, Rupi Kaur’s  Milk and Honey  and 
Nayyirah Waheed’s  Salt , but aimed at general readers and lovers of language.  
 
Yahia Lababidi has been described as ‘our greatest living aphorist’, with his work 
collected alongside the likes of Voltaire, Shakespeare and Emily Dickinson in  Geary’s 
Guide to the World’s Great Aphorists .  His most recent book,  Balancing Acts: New & 
Selected Poems  (2016), debuted at #1 on Amazon US’s Hot New Releases. 
 
The author defines an aphorism as ‘what is worth quoting from the soul’s dialogue with 
itself’ and  his aphorisms resonate with those who appreciate wit and wisdom: inspiration 
or spiritual sustenance in a sentence. 
 
But as an immigrant, Muslim and writer living in Trump’s alarming America, Lababidi 
also views his work as more than a series of personal reflections. In that sense, this 
collection is a kind of peace offering, addressing our shared humanity, and an attempt, through art, to alleviate the 
mounting fear and loathing in the world. 
 
Yahia Lababidi ’s first collection of aphorisms,  Signposts to Elsewhere  was selected as a ‘Book of the Year’ by the 
Independent , while his most recent book, Balancing Acts: New & Selected Poems, debuted at #1 on Amazon US’s Hot 
New Releases. His writing has been translated into various languages and he has participated in poetry festivals across 
the world. 
 
Rights:  World All  Extent:  256 pp Publication: November 2018 
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED - HIGHLIGHTS 
 
An evolved version of the creativity classics –  One Plus One Equals Thre e by Dave Trott),  Hegarty on 
Advertising  by John Hegarty and  The Advertising Concept Book  by Pete Barry – for the digital age. 
 
Hacking  – learn how becoming a hacker will help you tackle problems in different ways. 
Making  – learn how getting your hands dirty and making things opens up new parts of the brain as well as 
creating happy accidents. 
Teaching  – learn how teaching yourself and others consolidates experience in a fast-paced world. 
Thieving  – learn how looking to what already exists helps you solve your problems. 
 
'An easily digestible, compelling and fresh take on how to approach change and do it'  Tom Goodwin, Head of 
Innovation at Zenith USA 
 
Rights; World All Rights Sold: Japanese Extent: 256 pp  

 

Secrets Behind the Success of the World’s Education Super-Powers   

As a teacher in an inner-city school, Lucy Crehan was exasperated with ever-changing government policy 
claiming to be based on lessons from ‘top-performing’ education systems. She resolved to find out what 
was really going on in the classrooms of countries whose teenagers ranked top in the world in reading, 
maths and science, so she emailed teachers in Finland, Canada, Japan, China and Singapore (all countries 
regularly at the top of the education superstar charts). Having spent time helping out schools in each 
country, often staying with teachers, s he takes us on a guided tour of these education systems, painting a 
picture of school life, and making sense of the theories, facts and figures through the stories of real 
teachers and children, inviting us to reflect on the goals of education in light of these varying 
possibilities. 
 
"... refreshingly fair-minded…  makes a case that there is a lot to learn about how other countries 

learn."  Books of the Year,  Economist 
 

"Audacious and important"  Prospect 
 

"Mind-expanding and topical . . . completely fascinating."  Bookseller 
 
Rights: World All   Rights sold: Japanese, Swedish, Turkish, Russian, Greek, Chinese Complex   Extent: 320 pp 
 

 
 
Fig trees have affected humanity in profound but little-known ways: they are wish-fulfillers, rainforest 
royalty, more precious than gold.  Ladders to Heaven  tells their incredible story . 
 
They fed our pre-human ancestors, influenced diverse cultures and played a key role in the birth of civilisation. 
More recently, they helped restore life after Krakatoa's catastrophic eruption and proved instrumental in 
Kenya's struggle for independence. Figs now sustain more species of bird and mammal than any other fruit – 
in a time of falling trees and rising temperatures, they offer hope. Theirs is a story about humanity's 
relationship with nature, as relevant to our past as it is to our future. 
 
Rights: World All   Rights sold: US, Turkish, Audio          Extent: 224 pp 

  
 
Beer is the most popular alcoholic drink on the planet, but few who enjoy it know much about how its four 
ingredients – hops, malted barley, water and yeast – miraculously combine. 
 
From the birth of brewing in the Middle East, through the surreal madness of drink-sodden hop-blessings in the 
Czech Republic and the stunning recreation of the first ever modern beer,  Miracle Brew  is an extraordinary 
journey through the nature and science of the world's greatest beverage. 
 
Along the way, we’ll meet and drink with a cast of characters who reveal the magic of beer and celebrate the joy 
of drinking it. 
 
Rights: World All   Rights sold: US, Audio        Extent: 448 pp 
 
 
 
 


